CHAPTER V
CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

Based on the discussion at the previous chapter, which discussed about the result of the problem statement. In this chapter, the writer concludes all the research result as follow:

1. The language section strategies in improving students’ ability in speaking at the tenth grade of Darul Istiqamah Boarding School were controlling and giving vocabulary, conducting the test, giving punishment, language area, watcher, scheduled conversation, speech presentation, drama, special English class, and scouting with English.

2. The difficulties that language section faced were difficult to control student in 24 hours, lack of model and from a Certain Section in OPPM, and lack of awareness the Important in Using Language

B. Suggestion

In the framework of intensifying the development of English competence, the writer gives suggestion or contributions as follows:

1. Basically the strategies used by language section in improving students’ ability in speaking at the tenth grade of Darul Istiqamah Boarding School for boys were good but it would be better if the supervisor that stayed in tenth grade students are who master and care with the language in Boarding School.
2. Improving students’ speaking ability is not easy, it has a process to gain it and it cannot be achieved in an instant time. Therefore, the member of language section should be patient to gain the learning objectives perfectly.

3. To control students’ language, wherever and whenever they are language section have to look more watcher in controlling students’ language 24 hours.

4. Improving language is not as easy as we imagine, to run language well there is a same understanding between language section and student. The cooperation language section with other section to give good model to the junior student, it means not only the member of language section but also by the other section that exist in the boarding school.

5. There are many strategies can be used to improve students’ foreign language. But, most of student are interested to learn language by doing fun or interesting activity. It make student’s language learning more enjoyable and interesting. Darul Istiqamah boarding shool has an interesting activity but it would be better if the language section add more interesting activity such as listening to music, and sing a song. The music would be better if they play in religious song. To improve students’ language, language section also can add other interesting activity such as wall magazine. It would be better if the students are asked to fill wall magazine by turns. They can put poem, short story, news, tips, or anecdote and many others content can be filled in wall magazine.